KABLOONA
tioned that sled! It is so big that he will need another length of
rope to lash it properly. And by the way: what if the Kabloona
ran out of coal-oil on the trail? He, Algunerk, ought to have a
little coal-oil in reserve, shouldn't he? There was no being too
careful on a hard trip like this.
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How long would it take to reach Pelly Bay? Let's see: how
long had he been coming here? He counts on his fingers. Two
igloos, three igloos, four igloos ... an
igloo equals a night on the road. — As
he counts, he watches your face. How
many igloos may I say. before the
white man begins to take fright? Eight
nights, which is to say nine days in all.
Actually, we were to take seventeen.
When white men travel, they sit on
the sled, and the running alongside or
ahead of the dogs is done by the
Eskimos. At least, that was what the
books told me, but I never had the
luck to travel in style. Out of fifteen
hundred miles of trail, I did well over
fourteen hundred on foot. As for those
triumphal departures — dogs barking
with joy, straining at their collars,
bounding in the air with impatience
to be off; this was apparently not for
me either. My Netsilik never needed to use the sled anchor
in order to keep their sleds from flying off: their dogs were
invariably on their bellies, whimpering in the snow when the
signal came, and it was a brutal kick in the side that started the
leader on his way. Meanwhile, Algunerk had only one thing in
mind, which was to delay the departure as long as possible while
he extorted as much as he could out of the Post Manager, who,
for my sake, would not refuse these last-minute pleas.
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